Growing shapes
We have leamt much about triangles and quadrilaterals.

A

triangle has three sides and three angles; a quadrilateral has
four.

A pentagon is a figure offive sides and fir

e

anglesisix sicles

Strange polygons
Look at these figures:

and six angles form a hexagon.
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These are also drawn using only straight

There are other names like this: a figure ofseven sides and
angles is called

a

heptagon; and ofeight sides and angles, an

octagon. There is a common name for all these together

:

Polygons.
We have seen that a quadrilateral can be split into two triangles

by drawing

a

diagonal.

Similarly in a pentagon, if we choose a veftex, skip the one
near it andjoin with the next veftex, we can divide it into a
qrndrilateral and a triangle.

lines. So sometimes, such figures are also

called polygons. But in our lesson, we
don't consider as polygons, figures like
these with corners turned inwards or
sides crossing each other. It is because
many of the general results we want to
state do not hold for such figures.

Sum ofthe angles ofthe pentagon

=

Sum ofthe angles ofthe quadrilateral
+ Sum ofthe angles ofthe triangle

= 360'
=

+ 180"

540'

Now can you find like this, the sum ofthe angles ola hexagon,
by splitting it into

a

pentagon and

a

triangle?

Generally speaking, we can divide any polygon into

a

previous

Tiiangular division

polygon (meaning one side less) and a triangle; and so its sum
of angles will be I 80" more than the sum ofthe angles of the
previous one.
Thus we have a scheme for computing the sum ofthe angles

Just as we divide a quadrilateral into two

triangles. ue can d ivide
three triangles.

a

penragon inro

ofapolygon:

Triangle

180'

Quadrilateral

180'+

Pentagon
Hexagon

180'+(2x 180') =3x180"

180'

=2x180"

180'+ (3 x 180") = 4x

So, can you say what the sum

180"

What about a hexagon?

ofthe angles ofa ten-sided

polygon is?

How about

a

twenty-sided polygon?

Starting with the sum I 80' for

a

triangle, for each additional

side. the sum increases by I 80'.
20 sides means, 17 sides more than atriangle; and this means
the sum increases by

l7x

180".

In general, what is the relation between
the number of sides

ofthe polygon and

the number oftriangles we get like this?

The sum ofthe angles ofa 20 sided polygon

=

180" + (17

= 18x
=

x 180")

180'

3240"

We can write this as a general principle, using a bit ofalgebra.

To get an ir-sided polygon, we stafi with a triangle and add
n-3 sides more. Adding each side increases the sum ofangles

Sum of the angles
We saw that a pentagon can be divided
into three triangles like this:

by 180". So, the sum ofthe angles ofan n-sided polygon is
(z 3)x 180' more than the sum of the angles of a triangle.
That is. the sum ofthe angles is

180' + ((n, 3) x lso') = (t + 1,
= (z 2) x 180.

- 3)) x 180"

The sum of the angles of an n sided polygon is

(n

2)

x 180'.

Inspecting the angles ofthese triangles, Using this, can you find the answers to these questions?
we find that two ofthem are angles of
The sum ofthe angles ofapolygon is 2160". What is
the pentagon itself; and the others are
the sum ofthe angles ofa polygon with one more side?
parts ofangles of lhe pentagon. But it i"

.

easy

to

see that, these parts together

What about

make up the angles of the pentagon.

'

In short, the sum of the angles of

a

polygon with one side less?

What is the sum of the angles of

a

polygon with 102

these triangles is the sum of the angles

sides?

olthe pentagon itsell And this sum
x 180"=540'.

The sum ofthe angles ofa polygon is 2700'. How

is

3

many sides does it have?
Can you find the sum ofthe angles

ofa
Does any polygon have the sum ofits angles equal to

hexagon by this method?

1000'? How about 900'?

A

10 sided polygon has all its angles equal. How much

is each angle?

Each angle

ithave?

lol

IQ,..

fii.

i

ofapolgon

is 150'. How many sides does

Exterior angles
Look

at

this figure

:

ln AABC, the side

lB

is extended and this produces a new
angle outside the triangle. This angle CBP is called an extemal
angle ofthe triangle.

Another

'W'ay

We can divide any polygon intotriangles,

by joining any one vertex to

What is the relation between this angle and the (internal) angle

CBI ofthe triangle?

all other

vertices, except the adjacent ones on
either side.

A quadrilateral can

be thus

divided into

two triangles, a pentagon into three
triangles, a hexagon into four and so on.
ln general. each additional vertex gives
another triangle.

An z-sided polygon can be divided thus
into how many triangles?

rICBA

and

ICBP flom a linear

2 triangles, right? The sum of the
angles ofthe polygon is the sum ofthe
angles of all these triangles; that is

pair, right?

(n

So,

Now instead

ZCBP=180"-ICBA
of AB, if we extend CB, then also we get an

exterior angle at B.

What is the relation between the extemal angle
got and the exterral angle CBP got earlier?

.,;

IBQ

we now

-2)x

180".

Around a point
Look

at this

figure:

They are the opposite angles made by the lines

lP

and

Cp

intersecting at B, aren't they? So,

.

Some angles are marked, all at a single

point. What is the sum ofthese angles?

If the lenglhs of the lines are all

L4BQ= TSPP

Thus when we speak only about the measures of extemal
angles, it doesn't matter which ofthese two extemal angles

made

we choose.

the same, we can draw a circle like this:

As with B, we can draw extemal angles at each of the other

Thus these angles

fit in exactly to form

a circle; in other words, they are got by

cutting up

a

full circle. So, by definition

of the degree measure of an angle, the
sum

of these angles is 360". (See the

section, Measure of an angle ofthe lesson,
Slant and Spread in the Class 6 textbook).

What we saw now can be stated shortly
Iike this:

The sum of angles around a

point

360""

-tr,,+-+i:'

is

And like this, we can draw extemal angles at each vertex of
any polygon. For example, look at the extemal angles ofa
quadrilateral:

Here also, an extemal angle and the angle ofthe quadrilateral
at

this vertex are supplementary, right?

Now try to do these problems:

.

The angles ofa triangle are 30", 40" and 1 10'. Find the
measures

'

ofits extemal angles.

Three angles ofa quadrilateral are 60', 75' and 100'.

Find the fourth angle. Also, find all the four extemal

Arother division

angles.

We can divide a polygon into triangles in

Unchanging sum

anotherfashion. b1 drawing lines from
point inside to the vertices.

a

We have leamt a trick to compute the sum of the angles of a

polygon. Is there

a

way to compute the sum ofthe extemal

angles?

Let's start with

a

triangle:

An n-sided polygon gives n triangles like

this, right? The sum of the angles of
these triangles is n x 180'.
Among all these angles, those otherthan
the angles at O add up to the sum ofthe
angles ofthe polygon; and the angles at
O add up to 360", as we have already
seen. Thus the sum ofthe angles ofthe
polygon is
The sum ofthe extemal angle at

itself

atl,

I

and the angle ofthe triangle

is 180', right?

The same thing happens at the veftices

,B

and C also.

So, the sum of these three pairs of extemal and intemal

x 180'

=

540'. That is, the sum ofthe three
external angles and the three angles ofthe triangle is 540'.
In this, the sum of the angles of the triangle is 180'.
From this, we see that the sum ofthe extemal angles only is
s40" - 180'= 360'.
angles is 3

Wlat about a quadriateral. instead ola triangle?

:.,.)

(nx

180")

-

(2 x 180")

-

(z

-

2) x 180'

Sticly math
Make a triangle using eerkkil btts
shown below and mark the angles.

Here, at each ofthe four vertices, there is

a

linear pair formed

by an extemal angle and an angle ofthe quadrilateral. The

sum

ofthe

angies

in each such pair is 180..

So, the four
erlemal angles and the four angles ofthe quadrilateral together

Now place the eerkkil bits parallel to
the earlier position to make a smaller

make4x180'=720'.

triangle and mark the angles as below:

In this, the sum ofthe four angles ofthe quadrilateral is 3 60..
So, the sum ofthe four extemal angles is

1

.[
t,

r

720.

-

360. = 360.

Similarly, ifwe take one extemal argle flom each vertex of a
pentagon and add up, what do we get? Try it!

The angles are the same, right? Shrink
the triangle a little more:

tt

P
A

/
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Let's think about an rz-sided polygon in general. There are n

vertices in all; and at each vedex,

linear pair formed by an
extemal angle and an angle ofthe polygon itself. So, the sum

ofall these angles is n x 180". Lr this, the sum ofthe angles of
the polygon is (r - 2) x I 80', as seen earlier. So,

Aw/

(1, z;" rso")

thesumoftheextemalangles

=;:il"

Finally, what ifthere is no triangle at all?

ll

a

= 360"

Thus in any polygon (whatever be the number ofsides). the
sum ofthe extemal angles, one at each vertex, is 360.. How
do we state this in short?

What is the sum of the angles marked
now? So, what about the angles marked

The sum ofthe external angles ofany polygon is

first?

360"

iial

Now try these problems, using things seen till now.

'

Prove that in any triangle, each extemal angle is equal

to the surn of the intemal angles at the other two

Shrinking, shrinking...

vertices.

'

Just as we shrunk a triangle without
Prove that in any quadrilateral, the sum ofthe extemal
angles at two vefiices is equal to the sum ofthe intemal

angles at the other two vertices

'

.

altering any of its angles, so can we do

this for any polygon. Look at these
ftgures:

In a l2-sided polygon, the extemal angles are all equal.

How much is each extemal angle? And each angle of
thepolygon?

'

A 10-sided polygon

has all its angles equal. How

much

is each extemal angle?

'

The sum ofthe angles ofa polygon and the sum

ofits

extemal angles are equal. How many sides does it have?

'

Each extemal angle of

a

polygon is 20". How many

sides does it have?

\
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Regular polygons
Ifall

-w\

./' /

angles ofatriangle are equal, how much is each angle?

Since the angles are equa1, the sides ofthis triangle must also

r/

\k

ofthe lesson,
Congruent Triangles in the Class 8 textbook).
be equal (see the section, Isosceles triangles

-r\

On the other hand, what ifthe sides ofa fiangle are all equal?

Then its angles are also equal. (Such triangles are called
equilateral triangles,

ri

ght?)

Now ifthe angles ofa quadrilateral are all equal, is it necessary

Finally, what ifthe polygon itselfvanishes

leaving

a

single point?

\

that its sides are also equal?

/-

-W\
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What about the sum of the external
angles ofthe polygon?

liat

ril,

In any rectangle, the angles are all equal; but the sides may
not be equal. Ifthe sides are also equal, it becomes a square.

Though sides are equal...
A rectangle has all its angles equal, but
Polygons like this, with equal angles and lengths ofsides also

the sides may not be equal. On the other

hand,

a

equal are called regular polygons.

rhombus has all its sides equal,

but the angles may notbe equal.

The figures belqw show a regular pentagon and a regular
hexagon:

Can we draw

a

pentagon with all sides

equal, but not all angles equal?
First draw an isosceles triangle like this:

How much is each angle ofa regular pentagon?
The sum of the angles is 3 x 180" = 540'; and since it is
regular, this is the sum offive equal angles. So, each angle is
I

- x 540'= 108".

5

Then draw

a

fapezium

as

shown below:

Similarly, we can easily

is

!,
6
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see

that each angle ofaregular hexagon

1200.

Look at another problem:
ABCDE is aregular pentagon.
4 cm.

The angles ofthis pentagon are not all
equal. (Why?)
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Prove that the line s AD and BD divide

ICDE

into three equal

parts.
Since ZCDE is an angle ofa regular pentagon, it is equal to
108", as seen earlier.

So, what is it that we want to prove?

Circle and regular polygons

of IEDA, LADButd lBDCis

We need only show that each

36'.

How do we fnd IEDA?
It is an angle of

A

Do you remember how we drew

a
regular pentagon and a regular hexagon
inside a circle? (The section, Let's draw
an angle,

AED. What all things do we know about

ofthe lesson, Slant and Spread

in Class 6).

To draw a regular pentagon, we need
only construct 72' angles at the centre
of a circle.

this triangle?

We have

zED

= 108"

since it is an angle ofaregular pentagon.
So,

IEDA + IEAD =
Also, in this trian gle, AE

= ED

180"

-

108'

-

72'

(why?)

So,

IEDA

- IEAD

We saw earlier that the sum ofthese equal angles is 72".
So, each must be 36". Thus
ZEDA

To draw a hexagon instead, what angle

should we make at the centre? What
about an octagon?

-36"

Using the same arguments in MCD, we get

lcDB -36".

In Class 5 and Class 6, we saw how a
circle can be divided into equal parts,
using setsquares. In Class 7, we also
saw how different angles can be drawn

(Tryit!).

using the n\o setsquares togelher.

Now ifwe use the fact that

What kinds ofregular polygons can we
draw using setsquares?

IEDA + Z-4DB + lCDB

-

tEDC = 108'

How about

a 24-sided polygon?

and that

IEDA =36'- ICDB
we can easily get

IADB - 36"

\,17

Here are some problems foryou::

.

Draw

a

hexagon with all angles equal, but not all sides

a

hexagon with all sides equal, but not all angles

equal.

.

equa.l.

Compass

We can draw some regular polygons
using compass. wilhout measuring
angles using a setsquare or a protractor.

We have drawn equilateral triangles,
squares and regular hexagons like this

.

How much

is each angle

ofa 1 2-sided regular polygon?

How much is each of its extemal angle?

.

Provethat in aregularpentagon, the perpendicular

liom

any vertex to the opposite side bisects that side.

.

in various classes.
There are several methods ofdrau ing

Draw

In the figure below, ABCDEF is

a

regular hexagon.

a

regular pentagon using compass. A
simple method can be found in the
webpage

w\\

u l -l he- k n ot. o
PentagonConstruction

w. c

The great mathematician Gauss proved

that a l7-sided regular polygon can be
drawn using ruler and compass alone.

ProvethatABDE is a rectangle.
In the figure below,ABCDEFis aregular hexagon.

This he did, when he was only nineteenl
More on this can be found in the webpage

en.wikipedia.org/wiki,Tlentadecagon
Prove that

I

CE is an equilateral triangle.

Howmuch is an angle ola 36-sided regular polygon?
One angle ofa regular polygon is 144.. How many
sides does it have?
Can you draw a regular

polgon with each of its angles

equal to 47"?

ir,,
:air.

